Abstract-Wide-area data and algorithms in large power systems are creating new opportunities for implementation of measurement-based dynamic load modeling techniques. These techniques improve the accuracy of dynamic load models, which are an integral part of transient stability analysis. Measurementbased load modeling techniques commonly assume response error is correlated to system or model accuracy. Response error is the difference between simulation output and phasor measurement units (PMUs) samples. This paper investigates similarity measures, output types, simulation time spans, and disturbance types used to generate response error and the correlation of the response error to system accuracy. This paper aims to address two hypotheses: 1) Can response error indicate if a dynamic load model being used at a bus is sufficiently accurate, and 2) Can response error determine the total system accuracy. The results of the study show only specific combinations of metrics yield statistically significant correlations, and there is a lack of pattern of combinations of metrics that deliver significant correlations. Less than 20% of all simulated tests in this study resulted in statistically significant correlations. These outcomes highlight concerns with common measurement-based load modeling techniques, raising awareness to the importance of careful selection and validation of similarity measures and response output metrics. Naive or untested selection of metrics can deliver inaccurate and misleading results.
I. INTRODUCTION
The introduction of phasor measurement units (PMUs) and advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) has ushered in the era of big data to electrical utilities. The ability to capture highresolution data from the electrical grid during disturbances enables the more widespread use of measurement-based estimation techniques for validation of dynamic models such as loads. Transient stability studies use dynamic load models. These studies are key for ensuring electrical grid reliability and are leveraged for planning and operation purposes [1] . It is imperative that dynamic load models be as representative of the load behavior as possible to ensure that transient stability study results are accurate and useful. However, developing dynamic load models is challenging, as they attempt to represent uncertain and changing physical and human systems in an aggregate model.
Several methods exist for determining load model parameters, such as measurement-based techniques using power systems sensor data [2] - [7] , and methods that use parameter sensitivities and trajectory sensitivities [2] , [4] , [8] - [10] . A common practice in measurement-based techniques is to use system response outputs, such as bus voltage magnitude, from PMU data and simulation data and compare the output with a similarity measure, such as Euclidean distance. The error between PMU data and simulation output is referred to as response error in this paper. As investigated in [11] , the underlying assumption that reducing response error results in a more accurate model and system is not guaranteed.
This paper examines the relationship between response error and system and model accuracy to highlight concerns with common measurement-based technique practices. The methods used in the study examine whether the selection of a load model is accurate at a given bus. Measurement-based techniques typically perform dynamic load model parameter tuning to improve accuracy. In parameter tuning, significant inter-dependencies and sensitivities exist between many dynamic load model parameters [2] , [4] , [8] - [10] , which is one of the reasons why dynamic load model parameter tuning is challenging. This study examines load model selection type instead of parameter tuning to minimize any effects from parameter inter-dependencies and sensitives which may reduce response output changes. Changing the choice of load model significantly changes the behavior of the load, and will result in greater response output changes than load model parameter tuning. Looking at load model selection is the first step to ensure there is a correlation between response error and system accuracy.
This study performs two experiments to address two main hypotheses. The first experiment is a bus level experiment to test hypothesis 1) can response error indicate if a load model being used at a bus is accurate. The second experiment is a system level experiment to test hypothesis 2) can response error determine the total system accuracy of how many load models at buses in the system are accurate? The results from these experiments demonstrate that it can't be assumed that response error and system accuracy are correlated. The main contribution of this paper is to identify the need for validation of techniques and metrics used in dynamic load modeling, as frequently used metrics can deliver inaccurate and meaningless results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the use of dynamic load models in industry and those used in this paper. In Section III, similarity measures are discussed in relevance to power systems time series data. Section IV details the methodology used to evaluate the bus level experiment of hypothesis 1. Section V provides and discusses the results from bus level experiment. Section VI details the methodology used to evaluate the system level arXiv:1907.07239v1 [eess.SP] 16 Jul 2019 experiment of hypothesis 2. These results are provided and discussed in Section VII. In conclusion, Section VIII discusses the implication of the results found in this study and calls for attention to the importance of careful selection and validation of measurement-based technique metrics.
II. DYNAMIC LOAD MODELS
The need for robust dynamic load models that can capture unique load phenomena, such as fault-induced delayed voltage recovery, has increased with the introduction of nonconventional loads, such as single-phase air conditioners and power electronics. In industry, there are a wide array of load models in use for dynamic studies ranging from the static ZIP model representing loads with constant impedance, current, and power, to composite load models which include induction motor models along with other more complex load types [12] . The load models used in this study are the static ZIP model and the dynamic WECC composite load model (CLM).
The ZIP load model is the simplest static load model and is typically the default load model chosen by power system simulators. The CLM is one of the most detailed dynamic load models and has become an industry standard, particularly for the western United States [13] . The CLM consists of 132 parameters in comparison to the ZIP load model, which has 3 parameters noting the percent composition of its three components. The CLM parameters outline machine characteristics such as stator winding resistance of motors, stator leakage reactance of motors, or constant torque coefficient [5] .
Static load models will not capture dynamic behavior, and dynamic load models will exhibit different dynamic behavior. These two models are chosen in this study because they are the least and most detailed load models available. Therefore they should provide the most significant differences in their responses.
An example of how load models generate different responses to a bus fault in a three bus system is seen in Figure  1 .
Fig. 1: Comparison of Load Models in Bus Fault Dynamic Simulation
The goal in creating robust dynamic load models is for the model to accurately represent system responses. With 
III. SIMILARITY MEASURES
A similarity measure compares how similar data objects, such as time series vectors, are to each other. A key component of measurement-based techniques is to use a similarity measure to calculate the response error. Then typically, an optimization or machine learning algorithm reduces this response error to improve the models or parameters in the system. Several measurement-based dynamic load model estimation studies employ Euclidean distance as a similarity measure [5] , [14] , [15] . However, there are characteristics of power systems time series data which should be ignored or not emphasized, such as noise, which are instead captured by Euclidean distance. Power system time series data characteristics include noise, initialization differences, and oscillations at different frequencies. These characteristics result in shifts and stretches in output amplitude and time as detailed in Table I .
The characteristics listed in Table I are the effect of specific phenomena in the system. For example, differences in control parameters in motor models and potentially also playback between motor models can cause oscillations at different frequencies. Certain changes in output are important to capture as they have reliability consequences to utilities. An increase in the initial voltage swing after a disturbance can trip protection equipment. An increase in the time it takes for the frequency to cross or return to 60 Hz in the United States has regulatory consequences resulting in fines. Response error produced by similarity measures should capture these important changes. Other changes to output, such as noise, should be ignored.
Different situations when comparing simulation data to simulation data versus comparing simulation data to PMU data cause some characteristics listed in Table I . Comparing simulation data to simulation data occurs in theoretical studies, and comparing simulation data to PMU data would be the application for utilities. Initialization differences and differences in initialization time can occur when comparing simulation data to PMU data due to the difficulty in perfectly matching steady-state values. However, when comparing simulation data to simulation data, initialization differences and differences in initialization time likely highlight errors in the simulation models, parameters, or values.
Similarity measures have the capability to be invariant to time shift and stretch or amplitude shift and stretch. Table  II lists the similarity measures examined in this study with their corresponding capabilities. These similarity measures are chosen to test the sensitivities to all four quadrants of Table I . Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance are norm-based measures which are variant to time and amplitude shifting and stretching. Euclidean distance is one of the most commonly used similarity measures in measurement-based techniques. These norm based distances can range from 0 to ∞.
The cosine similarity takes the cosine of the angle between the two vectors to determine the similarity. By only using the angle between the vectors, this similarity is invariant to amplitude shifting [11] . This similarity can range from -1 to 1.
The Pearson correlation coefficient is invariant to amplitude shifting and stretching and also ranges from -1 to 1 [11] .
Dynamic time warping (DTW) identifies the path between two vectors of the lowest cumulative Euclidean distance by shifting the time axis. DTW is invariant to local and global time shifting and stretching [15] . The DTW algorithm used in this study is only invariant to time shifting. DTW can range from 0 to ∞. Figure 2 show a sine wave with corresponding amplitude or time shift or stretch. The similarity measures calculate the difference between each of the time series subplots. The error generated for each similarity measure is normalized for comparison. The error is normalized separately for each similarity measure, so the sum of the error from the amplitude and time shift and stretch sums to one. Figure 3 compares the error results from each of the subplot scenarios.
The results in Figure 3 demonstrate the abilities of each similarity measure. The similarity measures are denoted as: Euclidean distance (ED), Manhattan distance (MH), dynamic time warping (DTW), cosine distance (COS), and correlation coefficient (COR). Correlation coefficient has negligible error produced with both amplitude shift and stretch. Cosine distance has negligible error with amplitude stretch. Dynamic time warping has negligible error with time shift. These results provide an example of what can be expected when they are used with simulation or PMU time series data.
IV. BUS LEVEL EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY
The bus level experiment is setup to determine whether response error can indicate if a load model being used at a bus is accurate. The results of this experiment are the pvalues from the student t-test, indicating whether there is a statistical difference between the response error from buses This experiment is performed within the RTS96 test system [16] , [17] , using Siemens PSS/E software. Fourteen CLMs are randomly placed on loads in the system enhancing the RTS96 case to create a load model benchmark system. The remaining 37 loads are modeled with the static ZIP load model. Test systems are generated by replacing some ZIP load models from the benchmark system with CLM in the test system and some CLM in the benchmark system to ZIP load models in the test system. Switching load models is performed to create "in-accurate" and "accurate" load models as a method to change the accuracy of the system. In comparing the test systems to the benchmark, some test system buses will have different load models compared to the benchmark, these are "inaccurate" load models. The buses with the same load models in the test system and benchmark system have "accurate" load models. The locations of the CLMs for each benchmark system created is randomized, chosen from a uniform random distribution. A hundred of benchmark and test systems are created using the randomized placement of CLMs to reduce the sensitivity of the results to location of the CLM in the system. The percentage of buses in the test system with accurate load models is called the system accuracy. System accuracy is defined in Equation  1 and is also used in the System Level Experiment.
(1) accuracy system = Buses with accurate load models total number of buses with loads A visual example of how the RTS96 system is used to create a benchmark and test system pair at 50% system accuracy level is seen in Figure 4 . Seen in Figure 4 , the test system has 7 CLMs removed from loads from the benchmark system, these are replaced with ZIP load models. In the Test system 7 new CLMs are placed on other loads, which creates a system accuracy of 50% due to 7 out of the 14 CLMs in the test system are the same as in the benchmark.
Four scenarios are tested with the following disturbances to the system: bus fault, line fault, generator outage, and line outage. These faults and outages occur at randomized buses, lines, and generators over a hundred simulations per disturbance scenario to reduce the sensitivity of the results to fault or outage placement. For each scenario, a simulation is tested using various levels of system accuracy. The purpose of testing at each system accuracy level is to reduce the sensitivity of the results to the system accuracy.
The output captured from the simulations are voltage magnitude, voltage angle, and frequency from all of the load buses. The output from the benchmark system is compared to the test systems using the similarity measures outlined in Section III. The response error generated by DTW, cosine distance, and
Three time spans are tested: 3 seconds, 10 seconds, and 30 seconds. The disturbance occurs at 0.1 seconds and cleared at 0.2 seconds for all the scenarios. These time spans are chosen to test the sensitivity to the transient event occurring in the first 3 seconds, and sensitivity to the dynamic responses out to 30 seconds.
The response error from all the simulations, a hundred simulations per disturbance scenario, are compared by output type, time span, and similarity measure, and binned into groups of buses with accurate load models and buses with inaccurate load models. A t-test is performed on the binned response error to determine if there is a statistically significant difference between the error from buses with accurate load models and buses with inaccurate load models. The output of the t-test is the p-value. A p-value less than 0.05 signifies a statistically significant difference. The results of this experiment are the p-values from the response error separated by disturbance scenario, output type, time span, and similarity measure.
V. BUS LEVEL EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The response error between buses with accurate load models and buses with inaccurate load models is compared using a ttest to determine if there is a statistical difference between the groups. The p-values generated by the t-test signify that there is a statistical difference between the groups if the pvalue is less than 0.05. The p-value results from the bus level experiment are separated into each disturbance scenario. The location of the disturbances in the system are changed randomly for each new simulation set. A simulation set is the benchmark and corresponding test system, which will have the disturbance occurring at the same location for equal comparison. The disturbance locations are changed for each new simulation set to desensitize the overall results to disturbance location.
The bus fault disturbance scenario is simulated by applying a three-phase to ground fault with a duration of 0.1 s. During this fault, there is an impedance change at the bus fault causing the voltage to drop at the bus and a change in power flows throughout the system. The fault is cleared 0.1 seconds after it is created, and the power flows returns to a steady-state.
The p-values are calculated using response error from the output types, time spans, and similarity measures. Figure 5 shows these p-values. The similarity measures listed in the plots use the same abbreviations as in Figure 3 . The output types listed in the plots are abbreviated with: voltage angle (ANG), voltage magnitude (V), and frequency (F). The p-values which signify a statistical difference between buses with accurate load models and buses with inaccurate load models are highlighted in orange. Very few of the combinations of time span, output type, and similarity measure have significant p-values. This could be due to the magnitude of this type of disturbance.
The line fault disturbance scenario is simulated by a threephase to ground line fault. Similarly to a bus fault, there is an impedance change at the line fault causing the voltage to drop and a change in power flows throughout the system. The fault is cleared 0.1 seconds after it is created, and the power flows will return to a steady-state. Figure 6 shows the p-values from the line fault simulations. Figure 6 to Figure 5 , there are more significant p-values found using a line fault. Line faults will have varying severity depending on location, and bus faults will always be severe no matter the location. Therefore, overall the line fault simulations are less severe and the differences are more significant.
Line outages are simulated by removing a line from service. The p-values from line outage simulations are seen in Figure  7 .
A line outage is arguably the least severe type of disturbance tested in this study. A line outage does not have an immediate loss of generation or load, it causes a redistribution of line flows which could cause protection equipment to create a loss in generation or load. However, some line outages will have little overall effect. The result of line outages being less severe disturbances to the system, is around half of Figure 8 .
The generator outage simulations produce more significant p-values than bus faults and less than line faults and line outages. This is likely due to generator outages causing large disruptions in the system every time, since at least some reactive and active power will be lost no matter the location of the generator or size. With line faults and line outages, the severity of the fault or outage depends on the location, and some will produce little disturbance as not all lines are critical.
Comparing the disturbance types used, more significant differences are found with lesser severity disturbances. This result suggests when fewer buses in the system are impacted by a disturbance, the differences found at the buses which are impacted are more significant. It is possible that there is interaction between the machines in the load models making additional complex non-linear responses which are hard to compare. So when fewer buses and therefore also fewer dynamic load models experience a disturbance, there are fewer interactions between machines in dynamic load models and the outputs are easier to compare.
The results with respect to similarity measure, output types, and time span did not show a uniform pattern, nor was there one combination that demonstrated a significant difference in all time span scenarios. Out of the 144 comparisons made only 63, making for 44%, had statistically significant differences. This experiment highlights a serious concern for other experiments using measurement-based techniques. Only select combinations of metrics in this experiment yielded significant differences, and this same result is likely present with other measurement-based experiments whether they involve changing load models, changing load model parameters, or changes in other dynamic models.
The direct application of this experiment is to use any of the disturbance type, output type, time span, and similarity measure combinations that showed significant p-values in a measurement-based machine learning technique to identify which buses in the system need a load model updated or a different load model. There needs to be a significant difference between response errors from buses with poor fitting or inaccurate load models and those which are accurate for such a machine learning algorithms to give meaningful results, whether it be from simulation or PMU outputs. In this case, if the machine learning algorithm was using a combination of metrics that did not have a proven significant difference between response error from buses with inaccurate and accurate load models, the machine learning algorithm would be unable to accurately tell the difference between the groups, causing the results to be inaccurate.
The results from this experiment show there needs to be verification testing showing that the chosen measurementbased metrics used to calculate error will capture true differences between incorrect models and correct models. It cannot be assumed that any combination of metrics used in measurement-based techniques will yield meaningful results.
VI. SYSTEM LEVEL EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY
The system level experiment is setup to determine whether system response error can determine the total system accuracy. This is determined by calculating the correlation between system accuracy, as defined in Equation 1, and system response error. System accuracy quantifies how many dynamic load models in the system are accurate. Accurate dynamic load models in the test systems are those models which are the same as those in the benchmark system. System response error is a system-wide metric with the goal of identifying how accurate the models are across the system. Similar to response error, system response error is calculated from the difference between the output of buses between the benchmark and test systems. However, system response error is a single metric which is the sum of all the response errors from each bus.
The same system and system setup are used in this experiment as in the bus level experiment. As such, generator outages, transmission lines outages, bus faults, and line faults are the disturbances used to create a dynamic response. The location of these events is randomized, with a hundred simulations per disturbance scenario to reduce the sensitivity of event location in comparison to CLM location. This experiment includes line flow active power and reactive power with the previously used outputs of frequency, voltage angle, and voltage magnitude of the buses. All other metrics remain the same as the bus level experiment.
The Pearson correlation coefficient is calculated between system accuracy and system response error, to determine the relationship between the two. The output of the Pearson correlation coefficient is the r and p-value. The r-value denotes the direction and strength of the relationship. R-values range from -1 to 1, where -1 to -0.5 signifies a strong negative relationship and 0.5 to 1 signifies a strong positive relationship between the groups. For this experiment, a strong negative relationship implies that as the system accuracy increases the system response error decreases. This is the relationship typically assumed by those performing measurement-based techniques. Similar to the t-test in the bus level experiment, a p-value less than 0.05 signifies the relationship quantified by the r-value is statistically significant.
VII. SYSTEM LEVEL EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, the correlation between response and system accuracy is calculated to evaluate the use of the specified disturbance types, time spans, output types, and similarity measures used in measurement-based techniques. The correlation linear relationship, represented with the correlation r-value, is determined between system accuracy and response error using all combinations of factors. All resulting p-values are found to be lower than 0.05, meaning all r-value relationships are statistically significant. Most of the combinations of metrics yielded no strong relationships. One example of metrics that did yield strong relationships is shown in Figure 9 . R-values of less than -0.5 are highlighted in orange to show they represent a strong relationship. R-values greater than -0.5, which do not have a strong relationship, are in white. Only the three and ten-second time span scenarios have strong correlation relationships, none of the thirty-second scenarios have strong relationships. During a thirty-second simulation, the last ten to twenty seconds of the output response will flatten to a steady-state value. This experiment also captured and summed the response error from all buses and line flows in the system. Therefore, in a thirty-second simulation, there are many error data points that might contain flat steady-state responses limiting curve fitting opportunities and reducing a correlation relationship. This can explain why none of the thirty-second scenarios have strong relationships.
Of the five output types, only three have strong correlation relationships: frequency, active power line flows, and reactive power line flows. Out of the three, most of the strong relationships are found with active and reactive power line flows. This suggests for this experimental setup active and reactive power line flow response error are good indicators for system accuracy. It is noted that the combinations of metrics best used for this experimental setup are different than those in the bus level experiment. Out of the 300 combinations of metrics tested in this experiment, only 6% yielded statistically significant differences. This further highlights the need for every measurement-based experiment to validate their choice of metrics.
The time series data is evaluated visually for additional verification. The plots compare the reactive power times series data from a bus in the benchmark system and test systems at two levels of system accuracy in a system undergoing a bus fault at the same bus. Figure 11 shows the benchmark and test system responses with low system accuracy, 8%. Figure  10 shows the responses with high system accuracy, 92%. The response from the high system accuracy test system has a better curve fit to the benchmark system than the low system accuracy test system. This visual comparison confirms that with the appropriate similarity measure, as system accuracy increases the response error should decrease.
To investigate these correlation results further, the distribution of the strongest correlation relationship, with an r-value of -0.5680, is examined. Figure 12 visualizes the distribution of the response error for this r-value. The response error in figure 12 is normalized for a clearer comparison. A general negative correlation is seen, indicating as the system accuracy increases the response error decreases. However, there are several outliers in the data preventing a stronger overall correlation, particularly between system accuracy levels 0% and 70%. This suggests at lower accuracy levels the correlation is not as high as in the overall distribution. To test this, the correlation between accuracy ranges is calculated to highlight where the worst performing regions exist. Table  III outlines the correlation at these accuracy ranges. Seen in Table III , the correlation is greatly degraded at the low levels of the system accuracy ranges, even reversing the r-value relationship from negative to positive between levels 62% and 77%. An ideal scenario would have a constant strong negative correlation through all system accuracy levels. This highlights a potential low effectiveness of measurementbased techniques using these testing conditions at low accuracy levels. The application of the system level experiment is to use any of the disturbance type, output type, time span, and similarity measure combinations that showed strong negative relationships with an r-value of less than -0.5 in a measurementbased optimization program. Such an optimization program could change the dynamic load models in the system to reduce system response error in order to improve system accuracy. However, in order for such an optimization program to successfully improve system accuracy, there needs to be a strong negative correlation between system accuracy and system response error. Additionally, even with an overall strong negative correlation, Table III shows that such an optimization program may determine a local minimum at lower accuracy level to be the global minimum due to the lower correlation relationship strength found at lower accuracy levels.
These results identify the need for measurement-based techniques, and potentially other power systems time series data curve fitting techniques, to evaluate the assumption that the system response error or response error is correlated to the system accuracy. It cannot be assumed measurementbased techniques using similarity measures yield meaningful results. Any optimization or other estimation technique using the reduction of system response error will not yield accurate results of findings without a strong correlation between system response error and system accuracy.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper investigates common metrics used in measurement-based dynamic load modeling techniques to generate response error. These metrics include similarity measures, output types, disturbance types, and simulation time spans. The correlation between response error and system accuracy is evaluated by testing the accuracy of the dynamic load model at a bus with the bus level experiment and the system level experiment. Both experiments demonstrated there is a lack of a uniform pattern of combinations of metrics that deliver significant findings. It is noted that the combinations of metrics best used in the bus level experiment are different than those in the system level experiment. Only select combinations of metrics in these experiments yielded significant differences. This same result is likely to be found with other measurement-based experiments whether they involve changing load models, changing load model parameters, or changes in other dynamic models. Despite the lack of pattern in these results, these experiments expose a significant concern for measurement-based techniques. This study raises awareness of the importance of careful selection and validation of similarity measures and response output metrics used, noting that naive or untested selection of metrics can deliver inaccurate and meaningless results.
These results implicate that optimization or machine learning algorithms that use measurement-based techniques without validating their metrics to ensure correlation between error and accuracy may not generate accurate or meaningful results. These methods to determine the effectiveness of the use of these common metrics are specific to these experiments of model accuracy. Future work can expand these methods to dynamic load model parameter tuning experiments.
